This is what it is all about at this time – bringing in
and allowing the light to be. Now I step back and
allow Commander Orem to come forward and greet
you.
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Hello and I welcome you into another session of the
Omega Communications transmissions, so as I
prepare myself to allow the energy and information
to come through, I ask you to do the same. I ask you
to be ready for any change that may be coming
forward in the energy pattern and I ask you to allow
information which can come through in many
different ways. It might come through to you as a
colour or perhaps you just see a symbol – it is all
coded information which is brought forth into your
conscious mind and knowing.
For now, it is time to gather again in the receiving
area of the Station of Light so this transition space
begins this session today and we have always
come to the point of sensing it is time to receive
another flow of energy. Perhaps some of you feel a
level of discomfort or stress in the body or pressure
around your head and that can indicate that it is the
energy wanting to come through to you, because it
comes in a rhythm and a pattern and we ourselves
have set up the pattern to receive on a weekly basis
that system of energy, of light, of information.

“ Orem addressing you in this presentation
in this time phase again, Beloved.
Even if I do not speak to you directly, you are within
my presence and I am aware of what is occurring as
you gather in this space and I am also assisting the
overall plan of energy to come through to you. There
might be aspects of yourself that need to be settled
down, or set down, so that you can enable a
different part – a different aspect of you – to come
forward and to be fully aware of your presence in
this state in this Station. It is all about identifying
your core energy self and identifying the connection
that it is in alignment with the higher pattern of
energy which is available to you and to all of the
aspects of Earth and it is available also to all
aspects of Creation. We are just here to help you
open the doorway, to acknowledge that, to receive
it and to be within the flow and allowing it to be
present everywhere that you are.
In the presentations to you, there has been
information given to you relating to different patterns
present within the consciousness of Earth people
and within the pattern of energy on Earth and many
of you respond to that information and you
recognise the places which can be referred to. Also
in the sessions you may have been taken directly
into other areas of civilisation and patterns of
energy. All of this is because you enable the flow of
energy to work for you and you are also in this state
and Station in the presence of the higher self aspect
of you and the higher self aspect of you also brings
through an origination space and energy for you,
because it also knows what you are needing at this
time and is always positioning you within the flows
of energy appropriate for you.

You will understand from this that it is your own
perception and what you allow to come through
which will present to you everything that is
appropriate for you in this space, in this time space.
During the deliverance of these words and energy,
you have shifted in your sense of what you are
identifying with here and as a result of that shift, you
are being presented through other portals into
different assemblies. Some of these assemblies are
directly involving you in the pattern of energy
necessary to help you bring in the next unfoldment
into the Earth space.
Already you will be aware of the communication grid
existing around you and around the consciousness
field of people and as you observe this, you may see
surges of different patterns passing through this
energy grid. There are multi layers to it. You may be
aware there is a focus on some individuals who are
linked into the grid, into this matrix and this matrix,
as well as bringing more light energy frequency into
the planet, it is also helping adjust the particular
energy patterns which relate to the human
evolvement of the entire human unit that you are.
This incorporates the physical, emotional, mental
and the many dimensions in which you are active
and you have identified with many of those
dimensions.
It must come to your conscious knowledge that the
energy being received goes throughout dimensions
time and space. There is no separation in terms of
the energy presence but because you are
functioning at present in the Earth plane, it does
seem to you that it is coming to you in surges or in
moments or in patterns and sometimes you can
relate that to seasons or turnings of the Earth or
some other celebrations that you hold onto in your
memory. We are telling you that it is all around you,
always.

In some time and some place you have been
conditioned to think that it must come with
alignment with some other area or person or pattern
within the overall universe and so as a necessity we
have been using your realisations to position you
into the element of the energy which it will seem is
coming to you in certain phases.
Taking you to the edge of your consciousness field
as we have done many times with your
understanding now, you will feel that you are
encompassing the presence of such a state of
consciousness that you would feel enveloped within
that, quite apart from planetary Station Earth, and
we recognise this state of being supported and
enveloped in this energy.
As you withdraw from that back to being consciously
aware of the assembly where you are receiving this,
now you will have the sense that there is a higher
pattern within your awareness. You know that you
can bring this energy to other people or creatures or
places and in bringing the energy in, that is all that
you are required to do. The energy itself will work in
accordance with the perception of whatever is being
surrounded by the next level of energy that may be
consciously needed.

Allow all sense of boundary around you to dissolve
and you are just the Energy of Source Creation.
If you can sense what would occur with many
thousands of people present and realising this
same energy, you will begin to get a sense of what
can happen because you, yourself felt all
boundaries to dissolve away, all judgement to
dissolve away, all sense of emotional attachment
and degrees of emotions that you experience in the
Earth plane all being dissolved away. The details of
what you may think could be happening are not as
important as the sensing of what is happening with
the presence of this energy.
You will know also everyone whom you know is also
being immersed in this energy, because you have
dissolved all boundaries and all ones in your
awareness are connected in, in this moment, with
the energy, with light, with consciousness.
Come back now with me, withdrawing from this
space, withdrawing from the assembly area,
orienting yourself back in the transition receiving
area. You have been exploring many different
layers of dimension in this session.

Bringing my attention back to be with you now, this
is Lani again. All this that you are experiencing will
be making a difference in your life pattern. It is not
even about how you might use it. It is just allowing
yourself to enjoy the flow of energy and inspiration
and creation which will arise from this. It changes
you inwardly and therefore outward changes will
evolve and manifest.
It is time now to bring this awareness and energy
which you have been experiencing in your light
body here, coming back to your physical self, your
physical unit. Enjoy the experience of this and enjoy
the peaceful time that you have been taken into.
I leave this with you now also, and I complete the
transmission at this time through the Omega Portal.
Make sure you are fully present in your
surroundings in the current time. We don’t need any
segments of you wandering around. We need you
to be present within the presence of the energy.
Thank you

Lani

I withdraw now, for you to continue experiencing this
Now, moving aside from this, be aware also of the
energy within the energy matrix enfolding and
surrounding the planet and it is in this time being
drawn to different places, filling different civilisations
which are existing alongside what you would
consider to be the current civilisation. Some of these
that we refer to are existing in a different vibration,
so are not readily seen by most people, However,
the energy still is moving into those energy patterns.
If you are feeling that it was necessary for you to
know this, you may also be feeling that many of
those civilisations have been expecting your
presence – your consciousness – to allow this energy
pattern to come forward.

Orem out “
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